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Talking Keepinhead Crack + For PC

The main principle is easy: · a phrase in one language appears (e. g. in Spanish "?Qué aficiones
tienes?") and you think of the translation · after clicking any button, the translation will appear (e.g.
in English "What are your hobbies?") and you mark your knowledge of the phrase. > “I knew it” = I
knew the translation before it appeared, repeat this phrase after long time (e. g. after 6 days) > “I
kind of knew it” = I wasn’t quite sure about the translation, but I could guess what it means, repeat
this phrase soon (e. g. tomorrow) >“Didn’t know it” = I had no idea about the meaning of the
phrase, repeat this phrase now (after few flashcards)The app is running on Mac, Windows and iOS.
Talking Keepinhead brings a whole new way of education, learn a language at the speed of the
multiple choice, hence saving time on studying. It is available for all devices, from the moment you
download the app. Its design is simple, user friendly, and absolutely effective. All content you
create/save within the app is shared with Google Play cloud servers. A “cloud” is a term used to refer
to a network of servers where data is stored. In the case of the Talking Keepinhead cloud, it means
that any content you save will be shared and you will have the opportunity to access your content
anywhere you are using your device, without having to pay any subscription or having to remember
any password. Moreover, your device will become more comfortable to use by becoming a remote
control, sharing its screen over the network with the app that controls it: you use your finger or the
mouse. And the pleasure of this app is that it is built in such a way that each time your device is
connected to the Internet, the content you create is shared by the “cloud”. Talking Keepinhead
Features: · Ability to create and edit flashcards containing a variety of content (and the audio) ·
Ability to select the subject, the answers and the text for the flashcards · Ability to create and save
folders (and the audio) · Ability to select the subject and the answer in a pair of flashcards · Ability to
edit your flashcards · Ability to share your flashcards to the Google Play store · Ability to add

Talking Keepinhead Torrent (Activation Code) [Updated]

Talking Keepinhead is a great software for learning foreign languages. It is a simple Flash card
creator and editor. The program allows you to create as many cards as you want, edit each of them,
and share your Learning progress with your friends on Facebook or Twitter. By sharing your
progress, you can stay motivated and stay focused on your studies. Talking Keepinhead is a perfect
tool to create or edit your flashcards, test your progress, and keep yourself motivated. Some
features of the Talking Keepinhead Description: 1. Tons of categories - Multiple languages - Multiple
ways of creating flashcards (Standard, Unique, Multiple, One flashcard per category, etc…) - Multiple
kinds of flashcards (Eg. multiple cards on one topic, multiple ways to test a word, two pronunciation
of a word, etc…) 2. Millions of flashcards - Easily create and edit flashcards with over 1,00,000 words
- Share your progress with your friends on Facebook or Twitter - Test your comprehension with
random flashcards - See how much you’ve studied in a flash with cards per category or cards per
language - Discover your weaknesses and strengths with cards per language - Mark your knowledge
of words you know and you don’t know with “I knew it” and “I kind of knew it” 3. Tons of ways to test
your knowledge - “?+” - “?” - “?” and “?+” - “?+” and “?” - “+”, “–” and “?” - “?+”, “?–” and “?” -
“+”, “–” 4. Tons of features - Use cut, copy, paste to move a word to a new card - Use the “eye
witness” feature to create questions - Use “Standard”, “Unique”, “Multiple”, “One card per
category”, etc… - Create and edit flashcards from a template (e. g. each card is one vocabulary) -
See “I knew it”, “I kind of knew it” in the cards for each language - Export cards in b7e8fdf5c8
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Talking Keepinhead is an educational flashcard creator and editor that also includes audio. This is a
new revolutionary educational flashcard software awarded in the Million idea competition in Europe
(2nd place of 174 projects). The main principle is easy: · a phrase in one language appears (e. g. in
Spanish "?Qué aficiones tienes?") and you think of the translation · after clicking any button, the
translation will appear (e.g. in English "What are your hobbies?") and you mark your knowledge of
the phrase. > “I knew it” = I knew the translation before it appeared, repeat this phrase after long
time (e. g. after 6 days) > “I kind of knew it” = I wasn’t quite sure about the translation, but I could
guess what it means, repeat this phrase soon (e. g. tomorrow) >“Didn’t know it” = I had no idea
about the meaning of the phrase, repeat this phrase now (after few flashcards) How to use? Visit the
main page (www.talkingkeepinhead.com). Create your flashcards. Flashcards may contain a
sentence, a paragraph or several sentences. Press the button “my flashcards” to see your created
flashcards. Right after pressing the button, the translation will appear and after several times the
translation will disappear. Click the button “change the background colour” to change the
background colour. Do you know other software similar to Talking Keepinhead? Click here to tell us.
Do you have any other problem (not related with the software)? Click here to ask your question.
Talking Keepinhead is an educational flashcard creator and editor that also includes audio. This is a
new revolutionary educational flashcard software awarded in the Million idea competition in Europe
(2nd place of 174 projects). The main principle is easy: · a phrase in one language appears (e. g. in
Spanish "?Qué aficiones tienes?") and you think of the translation · after clicking any button, the
translation will appear (e.g. in English "What are your hobbies?") and you mark your knowledge of
the phrase. > “I knew it” = I knew the translation before it appeared, repeat this phrase after long
time (e. g. after 6 days) > “I kind of knew it

What's New In?

· it is a powerful tool for students, teachers or people from the foreign world with few means and
little knowledge of languages. · it consists of several functions: (1) Create, edit and save a phrase
dictionary. (2) Read, generate and create flashcards. (3) Play the provided audio files on your
computer and mark your knowledge of the sentences. (4) Save your work in the cloud for later use
and use it like a mobile application (5) Check your flashcard progress via google analytics or as an
excell file. (6) Each user has his own password with a secret phrase. “With the help of the people at
Keepinhead I reached my next step, being able to use flashcards effectively.” >>> Michael Brugger,
German teacher at a high school in Berlin Talking Keepinhead system works as follows: · A phrase
from Spanish is selected > it appears with the translation in English > you mark your knowledge of
the phrase > a new phrase dictionary appears · You can use this dictionary to create flashcards that
are saved in the cloud for later use. · You can play audio files from your computer and mark your
knowledge of the sentences · You can share your flashcards via Google spreadsheet or just send the
flashcards to your friends or even post them to social networks. · You can view the statistics of your
flashcards: the number of times you have used your flashcards, how long you have spent studying
each flashcard… (and more) “Now, after 3 weeks of using Talking Keepinhead, I have managed to
reach a place in my understanding of Spanish that I hadn’t reached yet before with my studies.”
>>> Jon, UK In the first application, you can see the flashcards you have created > you can play the
flashcards and see the scores for each flashcard you have created > you can create a chart that
visualises your flashcard progress over time > you can export your flashcard as a CSV or as an excel
file > you can open your flashcards in your web browser and you will see your learning progress,
refresh the page to see your learning progress at a given time. The app has been developed by a
couple of people: · Nuno (Nuno Soares) is a former sport student who studied Applied Math at the
London Westminster University and is now living in an African city called Nairobi. He wanted to learn
a new language but didn’
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System Requirements:

Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 (32/64 bit), Vista (32/64 bit), XP (32/64 bit) Mac OS X 10.9 or
later Minimum System Requirements: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 (32/64 bit), Vista (32/64
bit), XP (32/64 bit) Mac OS X 10.9 or later Microsoft Windows: Windows Vista Windows XP Windows 7
Windows
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